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Abstract: The paper concerns the problem of building an object-relational mapping 
framework based on the Microsoft .Net platform. The work uses design patterns 
methodology and proposes to exploit powerful features of .Net as a managed object-
oriented platform such as Common Type System, custom attributes and reflection. 
Such approach facilitates the development, can save efforts and serves as a solid 
ground for further improvements. An initial implementation of the framework has 
been developed and successfully used to build a business information system. 

 

1   Introduction 
 
Mapping object domain model into relational one and vice versa is important for modern 
software development process. Object-oriented programming languages and 
environments such as Java, C# and C++ are most commonly applied for the 
development of new software systems. Also, relational databases are still the preferred 
approach for storage of persistent information and are likely to remain so for foreseeable 
future. 
 
Implementation of an object-relational mapping is not trivial because of different 
paradigms in modelling of application domain. The object paradigm is based on software 
engineering principles such as coupling, cohesion, and encapsulation, whereas the 
relational paradigm is based on mathematical principles, particularly those of relation 
and set theory. The two different theoretical foundations lead to different strengths and 
weaknesses. Furthermore, the object paradigm is focused on building applications out of 
objects that have both data and behaviour, whereas the relational paradigm is focused on 
storing data. The "impedance mismatch" comes into play when looking at the preferred 
approach to data access: with the object paradigm objects are traversed via their 
relationships, whereas with the relational paradigm data are duplicated to join the rows 
in tables. This fundamental difference results in a less-than-ideal combination of the two 
paradigms. 
 
Solving problems in implementation of object-relational mappings have elaborated 
history because object-oriented languages and relational databases are widespread for a 
long time and are often used together. With development of design patterns methodology 
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results of research in the field of object-relational mapping were generalized and 
described as pattern languages. Main object-oriented platforms for implementation of 
object-relational frameworks are Smalltalk, Java and C++. One of the first works in this 
field was Crossing Chasms Pattern Language [Br96], developed for Smalltalk language 
in 1995. An important contribution in development of object-relational patterns was 
done by ARCUS project (Germany) – http://www.objectarchitects.de/arcus/ – completed 
in 1997. Research group members continued to develop ideas of the project in later 
works accessible at http://www.objectarchitects.de/ObjectArchitects/orpatterns/ [Ke04b]. 
The most interesting modern papers on this topic are ”Agile Database Techniques” by 
Scott Ambler [Am03] and ”Patterns of Enterprise Application Architecture” by Martin 
Fowler [Fo02]. 
 
The Microsoft .Net initiative and platform have opened a new stage in these efforts and 
made possible to use more powerful facilities in implementation of object-relational 
mapping. This work commenced with implementation of object-relational mapping 
framework Sisyphus [Si02] in late 2002 when no other efforts in .Net implementations 
were known to the authors. Since that time some other projects have arisen [OJB03, 
OPF03]. 
 
In this paper an approach of using powerful integrating facilities of the .Net platform 
such as Common Type System, custom attributes and reflection for construction of 
object-relational mappings is proposed. Major steps of implementation of this approach 
are represented as design patterns: Metadata, Type Conversion, Persistence Mechanism, 
Broker, Persistent Object and Query Object. A working implementation of the approach 
has been validated in the project of building a business information system for Human 
Resource Management Solution which uses proposed framework as its persistence 
mechanism. Online version of an information system for recruiting agency is available at 
http://efiles.itcs.com.ua/. 
 
2  Place of Object-Relational Mapping in Software Development 
Process 
 
Most large-scale business systems follow three-layer architecture. However in some 
cases it may be useful to have more layers to provide additional properties of a system 
(see for example [SD01] for mediating techniques). Taking into account a need for the 
business layer to be made persistent in a data storage layer it may be reasonable to 
introduce a persistence layer here. As long as business logic layer is implemented using 
object-oriented technology, several database access mechanisms for a persistence layer 
exist which depends on a database paradigm. Available today options are (Fig. 1): 
• object-oriented database systems (OODBMS); 
• object-relational access layer on top of a relational database; 
• relational database access layer. 
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Figure 1: Three different kinds of database access layers 
 
 
Below only object-relational mapping layers is considered. 

 
An object-relational mapping layer hides the implementation details of a database, 
including their physical schemas, from business code.  In effect it provides business 
objects with persistence services, i.e. the ability to read data from, write data to, and 
delete data from data sources.  Ideally business objects should know nothing about how 
they are persisted, it just happens. 
 
An efficient database encapsulation layer should provide several benefits: 
• it reduces the coupling between object schema and data schema increasing ability to 

evolve either one; 
• it implements all data-related code in one place; 
• it simplifies the job of application programmers;  
• it allows application programmers to focus on the business problem and database 

administrators can focus on the database;  
• it gives a common place to implement data-oriented business rules; 
• it takes advantage of specific database features increasing application performance.  

 
Also there are potentially several disadvantages of database encapsulation layers: 
• they require investment; 
• they often require reasonably clean mappings; 
• they can provide too little control over database access.   
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Implementation strategies for an object-relational mapping layer. There are four 
basic strategies – brute force, data access objects, persistence frameworks, and services 
[Am03]. Below there is a description and comparison of these strategies. 

 
The basic strategy with the brute force approach is that business objects access data 
sources directly typically submitting Structured Query Language (SQL) or Object Query 
Language (OQL) code to the database.  In Java applications this will be done via the 
Java Database Connectivity (JDBC) class library and via Open Database Connectivity 
(ODBC) application programming interface (API) in Microsoft-based applications. Note 
that Microsoft has newer approaches such as the ActiveX Data Object (ADO) and 
Microsoft Data Access Component (MDAC) libraries which encapsulate and extend 
ODBC. An equivalent mechanism for .Net platform is ADO.Net library. 
 
The brute force approach isn’t a database encapsulation strategy, it is what is done when 
there is no database encapsulation layer. However, it is a valid option for database 
access.  Furthermore it is likely the most common approach because it is simple and 
provides programmers with complete control over how their business objects interact 
with the database.  Because of its simplicity this is a very good approach to take at the 
beginning of a project when database access requirements are fairly straightforward.  As 
database access needs become more complex data access objects or persistence 
frameworks are likely better options. 

 
Data access objects (DAOs) encapsulate the database access logic required of business 
objects.  The typical approach is for there to be one data access object for each business 
object, for example the Customer class would have a Customer_Data class.  The 
Customer_Data class implements the SQL/OQL/… code required to access the database, 
similar to the brute force approach.  The main advantage of data access objects over the 
brute force approach is that business classes are no longer directly coupled to the 
database, instead there are data access classes. 
 
A persistence framework, often referred to as a persistence layer, fully encapsulates 
database access from business objects.  Instead of writing code to implement the logic 
required to access the database metadata that represents the mappings is defined instead.  
So if the Customer class maps to the T_Customer table part of the metadata would 
represent this mapping.  Meta data representing the mappings of all business objects as 
well as the associations between them would also need to exist.  Based on this metadata 
the persistence framework would generate required database access code to persist the 
business objects.  Depending on the framework this code is either generated dynamically 
at run time or it can be generated statically in the form of data access objects which are 
then compiled into the application. The first approach provides greater flexibility 
whereas the second provides greater performance. 
 
Persistence frameworks have a variety of features.  Simple ones support basic create, 
read, update, delete (CRUD) functionality for objects as well as basic transaction and 
concurrency control.  Advanced features include robust error handling, database 
connection pooling, caching, XML support, schema and mapping generation 
capabilities. 
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Services. For the sake of discussion, a service is an operation offered by a computing 
entity that can be invoked by other computing entities.  Nowadays the most popular 
architectural strategy is web services; however, it is only one of several common 
strategies available: 
• Common Object Request Broker Architecture (CORBA); 
• Customer Information Control System (CICS) Transaction; 
• Distributed Component Object Model (DCOM); 
• Electronic data interchange (EDI); 
• Jini; 
• stored procedures; 
• Web services. 

 
Services are typically used to encapsulate access to legacy functionality and data, and 
there is a clear preference of the industry to build new applications following a web 
services-based architecture to facilitate reuse via system integration. 
 
Among implementation strategies mentioned above for object-relational mapping layer 
the most interesting is persistence framework strategy which will be covered in details in 
following sections. 
 
3   Major Elements of the Approach to Building Object-Relational 
Mappings for the .Net platform 
 
There are a lot of problems to solve when implementing object-relational mapping 
framework. They are connected with effectiveness, data consistency and ease of use of 
framework by application programmers. Solving these problems depends on 
implementation platform so we will concentrate on implementation details of object-
relational mapping framework for .Net platform. 
 
This work is based on experience with Sisyphus Persistence Framework. Sisyphus is one 
of the first open-source object-relational mapping frameworks for .Net. It was the only 
available framework when this work started, so it was chosen as our start point. Sisyphus 
had basic capabilities of object-relational mapping at that time but they were very 
limited. It allowed storing persistent objects to database and handling one-to-many 
relations. During this work it was extended with one-to-one and many-to-many relations 
support, which made it feature full object-relational framework. Results of this work are 
published on Sisyphus Persistence Framework website, were framework sources can be 
downloaded. 
 
Let us look at implementation details of an object-relational framework from the point of 
view of concrete implementation of design patters on the .Net development platform 
taking into account specifics of C# programming language and the platform itself. There 
is a lot of knowledge accumulated by researches in the area of object-relational access 
which is summarized in the form of design patterns, for example architectural patterns 
described in [Br96]: “Four-Layer Architecture” and “Table Design Time”. These 
patterns can also be applied to the .Net platform. Besides of architectural patterns there 
are patterns that consider application design rather then implementation – they are so-
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called static patterns [Br96]: “Representing objects as tables”, “Object Identifier”, 
“Foreign Key Reference” and “Representing Collections”. Very close to implementation 
details are dynamic patterns: “Broker”, “Object Metadata”, “Query Object” and others. 
These patterns are used during implementation phase of this work. Some of them are 
described in [Yo98] and in [Am03]. Following section represents detailed overview of 
patterns and their .Net implementations. 
 
3.1 Metadata 
 
Problem: Basic task of storing business objects in a database is mapping object 
properties to database table columns. Each property corresponds to one or more table 
columns but not all columns should be persisted, some may be user for temporary 
calculations for example. 
 
Solution: Mapping can be described in different formats. Widespread approach is 
describing metadata in XML. In particular this approach is used by number of Java 
persistence frameworks. But the .Net platform has convenient mechanisms of custom 
attributes. It allows describing metadata directly in the code. 
 
Code Sample: 

 
[SpfTypeStorage(

TableName = "Person",
IdFieldName = "ID",
PersisterType = typeof(SpfDefaultEntityPersister))]

public class Person : SpfEntity
{

[SpfFieldStorage("PersonFirstName")]
[SpfStringDataType()]
public string FirstName;
[SpfFieldStorage("PersonLastName")]
[SpfStringDataType()]
public string LastName;
[SpfInt32DataType()]
public int MaritalStatus;
[SpfDateTimeDataType()]
public DateTime DateOfBirth;

}
 

In this sample special attributes describe a database table name where to store class 
instances and each field is mapped to a table column. By default the column has the 
same name as an object property. 
 
Implementation: Two approaches to metadata, XML and custom attributes, have their 
virtues and pitfalls. XML is more elaborate because it is widely used in Java 
frameworks. XML is convenient, because it can be generated and modified by third-
party tools. Hand-editing of XML is not very convenient, partly because metadata is 
separated from objects it describes. Custom attributes are convenient to work with; they 
are integrated into the .Net platform, so this approach is recommended. Metadata is read 
from attributes at runtime and caching should be used for better performance. 
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3.2 Type Conversion 
 
Problem: It should be possible to store in database object properties that have data types 
with no direct mapping to database types. 
 
Forces: The values in a database do not always map directly into object types. For 
example, a Boolean value may be saved as “T” or “F” in a database. Besides build-in 
.Net types, business objects may use custom types. They should be easily integrated into 
the framework and type conversion should be done without data loss. 
 
Solution: To satisfy described above requirements we propose the following approach. 
Each data type has its own converter class. Base abstract class for each converter is 
SpfDataType class. It implements the following functionality: 

 
public class SpfDataType
{

public virtual bool IsValidValue(Object p_Value);
/// validate if value is correct
public virtual string GetErrorMessage(

object p_FieldValue);
/// error message for incorrect value
public bool IsNullable;
/// is NULL allowed?
public virtual object GetStorageValue(object p_Value);
/// type conversion for database storage
public abstract object ConvertValue(object p_Value);
/// type conversion for object
public abstract Type BaseType;
/// basic .Net type for this type
public virtual int StorageLength;
/// storage data length
public virtual string GetFormattedValue(object p_Value);
/// formatted string value

}

Implementation: Converters are associated with object fields through attributes as was 
shown in the example from previous section. To use a custom type in business object 
with persistence framework a custom class derived from SpfDataType should be defined 
and appropriate fields should be marked with this new converter. Converters for all .Net 
build-in types are part of the framework. 
 
3.3 Persistence Mechanism 
 
Problem: The object-relational layer should be independent of DBMS used. 
 
Forces: The .Net platform has standard data access library ADO.Net. Below ADO.Net 
architecture is presented on Fig. 2. 
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  Figure 2: ADO.Net data access library architecture. 
 

ADO.Net is a basic data access mechanism used by other higher-level data access 
components. To a certain extent, ADO.Net represents the latest evolution of ADO 
technology. However, ADO.Net introduces some major changes and innovations that are 
aimed at loosely coupled, and inherently disconnected, nature of Web applications. 
Traditionally data processing application uses connected approach and two-tier 
architecture, but nowadays data processing is build with multi-tier architecture and 
disconnected approach which is more scalable. 
 
The ADO.Net components have been designed to factor data access from data 
manipulation. There are two central components of ADO.Net that accomplish this: the 
DataSet, and the .Net Framework data provider, which is a set of components including 
the Connection, Command, DataReader, and DataAdapter objects. The ADO.Net 
DataSet is the core component of the disconnected architecture of ADO.Net. The 
DataSet is explicitly designed for data access independent on any data source. As a result 
it can be used with multiple and differing data sources used with XML data or used to 
manage data local to the application. The DataSet contains a collection of one or more 
DataTable objects made up of rows and columns of data as well as primary key, foreign 
key, constraint, and relation information about the data in the DataTable objects. 
 
The other core element of the ADO.Net architecture is the .Net Framework data provider 
whose components are explicitly designed for data manipulation and fast, forward-only, 
read-only access to data. The Connection object provides connectivity to a data source. 
The Command object enables access to database commands to return data, modify data, 
run stored procedures, and send or retrieve parameter information. The DataReader 
provides a high-performance stream of data from the data source. Finally, the 
DataAdapter provides the bridge between the DataSet object and the data source. The 
DataAdapter uses Command objects to execute SQL commands at the data source to 
both load the DataSet with data and reconcile changes made to the data in the DataSet 
back to the data source. 
 
Data providers form a hierarchy of database-dependant classes, which make building 
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database-portable persistence frameworks harder. 
 
Solution: To abstract the framework from a concrete implementation of a data provider 
we propose the IDataStore interface. It describes functionality that is independent of an 
ADO.Net data provider. 

 
public interface ISpfDataStore
{

IDbConnection GetConnection();
/// database connection implementation
string GetParameterText(string p_ParameterName);
/// database-dependent command parameter text
IDbCommand GetCommand(string p_CommandText); 
/// concrete implementation of database command
IDataAdapter GetDataAdapter(IDbCommand p_QueryCommand);
/// concrete implementation of data adapter
void AddCommandParameter(IDbCommand p_Command,

string p_Name, object p_Value); 
/// adds parameter to a command

}

Implementation: A concrete implementation of ISpfDataStore for different databases 
can be added to the application when necessary and there is no need to distribute them 
with the framework itself but rather as optional add-ons. This help to decrease 
distribution size of the framework. 
 
3.4 Persistence Broker 
 
Problem: Domain-specific parts of an application should be separated from the 
database-specific parts. 
 
Forces: Connect the database-specific (vendor) classes and the domain-specific classes 
together with an intermediate layer of Broker objects. Brokers mediate between database 
objects and domain objects and are ultimately responsible for reading object information 
from and writing objects to the database. 
 
Solution: Proposed implementation of the Broker pattern is described by the 
ISpfEntityPersister interface.  

 
public interface ISpfEntityPersister
{

SpfEntity Retrieve(object p_AppContext, Type p_EntityType,
object p_EntityId, int p_MaxDepth);

/// retrieve object of given type by its ID
SpfEntity[] RetrieveMatches(object p_AppContext,

SpfEntityCriteria p_Criteria, int p_MaxDepth);
/// retrieve list of objects by selection criteria
SpfEntity Persist(object p_AppContext,

SpfEntity p_Entity);
/// persist object to the database
void Delete(object p_AppContext, SpfEntity p_Entity);
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/// delete object or collection of objects by criterie
}

Implementation: The framework has flexible solution that allows assigning each class 
its own persistence mechanism and creating optimised broker implementations. By 
default each object is bound to SpfDefaultEntityPersister which generates SQL queries 
based on object structure described by metadata. A research implementation of a broker 
has been implemented that use stored procedures to query the database thus increasing 
performance. 
 
3.5 Persistent Object 
 
Problem: Business objects should encapsulate additional data to support object-
relational framework. 
 
Forces: The persistence framework should be able to detect if it is storing new instance 
of an object or updates existing one. Each object should be uniquely identified and 
mapped to its database representation. 
 
Solution: An implementation of support functions is done in the SpfEntity class, which 
is a base type for all business objects supported by the framework. 

 
public abstract class SpfEntity
{

public object Id { get {}; }
/// object identifier
public bool GetIsNew();
/// new object flag
public bool GetIsDirty();
/// dirty flag shows if an object have been modified
public override string ToString();
/// string representation of an object

}

Implementation: To implement business object supported by the persistence framework 
they should be derived from the base framework class. Metadata allows changing 
various aspects of object handling by the framework from a field conversion strategy to 
an object-level persistence strategy. As was shown in the metadata description sample 
each object has a database storage information associated with it. For example, 
[SpfTypeStorage(TableName = "Person", IdFieldName = "ID",
PersisterType = typeof(SpfDefaultEntityPersister))]. Last parameter 
PersisterType describes type of broker used for this business object. In SpfEntity 
description given above, object holds information about its identifier and state. In future 
more attributes may be added, for example fields required for a virtual proxy support and 
others required extending framework’s functionality. 

3.6 Query Object 
 
Problem: Besides of individual object manipulations, complex mechanisms of object 
collections manipulations should also be supported. 
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Forces: The framework should support execution of complex queries without losing 
abstraction. 
 
Solution: Implementations of complex queries are represented by a hierarchy of objects 
derived from the SpfEntityCriteria class. 

 
public abstract class SpfEntityCriteria
{

public readonly Type EntityType;
/// type of objects
public string CommandText;
/// query text
public string OrderByClause;
/// ordering
public object[] ParamValues;
/// query parameters

}

Implementation: Basic criteria object have properties that are used by the broker to 
build and execute complex SQL queries. User can implement custom derived objects to 
build criteria of any complexity with any number of parameters. 

 
4   Conclusion 
 
Microsoft .Net is a modern platform with elaborated data access tools and high-level 
programming languages. It enables quick and efficient development of enterprise 
information systems. Such large systems are better implemented in multi-tier 
architecture, where data access is separated from business objects. An object-relational 
access layer is an important part of such systems. Given a small age of the .Net platform 
compared, for example, to Java only a few persistence frameworks for .Net are available, 
both commercial and free. So a research on an implementation of an object-relational 
framework for .Net is important. 
 
This work focuses on developing an approach to construction of an object-relational 
framework based on design patterns that summarizes knowledge in building and 
designing of such frameworks on other platforms. The work was originated from free 
open-source Sisyphus Persistence Framework that had only basic capabilities of object-
relational mapping. Our further work extended the project with complete object-
relational features to full-blown framework that is available at 
http://sisyphuspf.sourceforge.net/. The framework was successfully used in the 
development of an information system for recruiting agency. Its usage helped to simplify 
development and reduce development time. Online version of the information system for 
recruiting agency is available at http://efiles.itcs.com.ua/. 
 
But to use the framework for bigger enterprise systems efficiency is even more 
important. So we see future research to be in the area of performance patterns 
implementation, such as caching, lazy loading, virtual proxy and others. 
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